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Abstract

In this paper, a proposal of a multi-modal dia-
logue system oriented to multilingual question-
answering is presented. This system includes
the following ways of access: voice, text, avatar,
gestures and signs language. The proposal is
oriented to the question-answering task as a
user interaction mechanism. The proposal here
presented is in the first stages of its develop-
ment phase and the architecture is presented
for the first time on the base of the experiences
in question-answering and dialogues previously
developed. The main objective of this research
work is the development of a solid platform that
will permit the modular integration of the pro-
posed architecture.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present the arguments that
have motivated us to develop a multi-modal di-
alogue system oriented to multilingual question-
answering, as well as its architecture. This archi-
tecture is going to permit, on the one hand, the
information access to determined collective social
that previously had impossibilities to do it, and
on the other hand, the question-answering of dig-
ital documents.

Following sections present the state of art of Di-
alogue Systems, the system architecture proposal,
some results obtained, and future works.

2 Background in Dialogue Systems

This section tries to synthesize the state of the
art of the currently existing dialogue systems be-
fore to present our multi-modal dialogue system
oriented to multilingual question-answering.

2.1 Dialogue Systems

A dialogue system normally interacts with other
kind of system. According to the classification of
dialogue systems proposed by James Allen (Allen
97), it fits to distinguish between two kind of dia-
logue systems depending on the main goal of the
global system. These are:

• Dialogue systems oriented to tasks (DSOT).
This dialogue systems interacts with other
systems whose main goal is to perform a con-
crete task such as evacuating people from an
island (Ferguson & Allen 98), coordinating
responses to emergencies (Allen et al. 00a),
etc.

Some examples of these kind of systems have
been developed by the Department of Com-
puter Science of University of Rochester: In
(Allen et al. 96) a system that allows the
users to find efficient routes for a group of
trains is presented. This system avoids prob-
lem areas as they were discovered. The defi-
nition of (Ferguson & Allen 98) treats about
a system whose main task is to evacuate peo-
ple from an island. (Allen et al. 00b) define a
system that make the deployment of troops
in a military situation. (Allen et al. 00a)
define a system that coordinates emergency
vehicles in response to simulated 911 calls in
Monroe County, NY.

• Dialogue systems oriented to information re-
trieval (DSOIR). These dialogue systems in-
teract with other systems whose main goal is
information searching as well as information
retrieval or question answering.

Here, some existent examples of this kind of
systems are going to be presented. (Gurzki
01) presents a human-computer dialogue sys-
tem that allows the user to get information
about products on a shop. (Johansson et al.
02) define a human-computer dialogue sys-
tem for information retrieval about TV pro-
grams. The definition of (Rouillard 99) is
about a human-computer dialogue system for
information retrieval about the documents of
a digital library via the World Wide Web.
In (Bagga et al. 00), a human-computer di-
alogue system that allows users to retrieve
identification numbers of parts for medical



systems is presented.

2.2 Multi-modal Dialogue Systems

It is a fact that in the last and next years the use of
human-computer multi-modal conversational dia-
logue systems allows a more easily access to infor-
mation to people having problems to do it. Nowa-
days, the main task of many researchers is to work
day to day in the construction of systems that
allows a flexible multi-modal communication be-
tween humans and computers. Fruit of all this
effort different systems have arisen making it fea-
sible, such as:

• (Gustafson et al. 00) present a human-
computer multi-modal conversational dia-
logue system in the domain of informa-
tion seeking about apartments in Stockholm.
Apart from spoken input, users have the pos-
sibility of providing the system with addi-
tional information by clicking on an apart-
ment icon or marking areas on an interactive
map of Stockholm.

• One of the goals of the August project
(Gustafson et al. 99) was to be able to ana-
lyze how novice users interact with a multi-
modal information kiosk, placed without su-
pervision in a public location. Another goal
was to demonstrate how the speech technol-
ogy modules developed at the department
could be put together to rapidly prototype
a multi-modal spoken dialogue system. The
system was designed with a number of do-
mains, instead of one single complex domain.

• (Chai 02) defines a human-computer multi-
modal conversational dialogue system in
the domain of information searching about
houses in Irvington Town. In this system,
user multi-modal inputs exhibit a wide range
of varieties. They could be abbreviated, am-
biguous or complex. Fusing inputs together
often cannot reach a full understanding. To
process these inputs, contexts are important.

• In (Johnston et al. 02) the authors de-
scribe a multi-modal application architecture
which combines finite-state multi-modal lan-
guage processing, a speech-act based multi-
modal dialogue manager, dynamic multi-
modal output generation, and used-tailored
text planning to enable rapid prototyping
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Figure 1: Architecture of a multi-modal dia-
logue system oriented to multilingual question-
answering

of multi-modal interfaces with flexible input
and adaptive output. The tested application
MATCH (Multi-modal Access To City Help)
provides a mobile multi-modal speech-pen in-
terface to restaurant and subway information
for New York City.

3 Proposed System Architecture

Following subsections present our proposal of a
multi-modal dialogue system oriented to multilin-
gual question-answering. In this paper has been
focused on its main features and the arguments
causing our interest in this area.

3.1 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the core set of modules that inte-
grate the system architecture, and Table 1 gives
a brief description of each one.

3.2 Multi-modal Dialogue System

As Figure 1 shows, this technological proposal
tries to combine the following features:

• multi-modality,

• great coverage accessibility,

• access to multilingual information,



Module Functionality

Speech Recognition Converts speech input into a word stream
Text Processor Allows the user to input the word stream
Speech Synthesis Transforms the word stream output into speech
Avatar Transforms the word stream output into avatar movements
Signs Language Transforms the word stream output into signs language movements
Gesture Synthesis Transforms the word stream output into facial gestures
PLN Module Obtains interpretations from input word stream
Response Planner Determines the best communicative acts in function of the information provided by

the Discourse Manager
Multi-modal Contents Planner Determines the best multi-modal communicative acts
Discourse Manager Coordinates effectively the dialog
Discourse Context Manager Manages the discourse context
Plan Manager Coordinates the information requests to start the question-answering process
Reference Manager Identifies the referents for referring expressions
Question-answering Realizes effectively the question-answering process

Table 1: Functionality of the modules in the Architecture of a multi-modal dialogue system oriented
to multilingual question-answering

• question-answering task

The system will take like input a user request
that will be able to be formulated through voice
or text. This consultation will be analyzed by a
parser (NLP module) whose result will be a con-
ceptual representation of the user request.

This representation will be received by the Dis-
course Manager module which its main task is to
coordinate the dialogue.

Discourse Manager will give information to the
Plan Manager that will decide if it has sufficient
information to perform the search, and in affir-
mative case it will provide a search start order to
the Question-answering module.

This Question-answering module will launch
the query in different languages. If the result of
the search was ambiguous or the Plan Manager
considers that there is not sufficient information
to perform the search, it will generate a feedback
order to the Dialogue Manager. The Dialogue
Manager will order to the Response Planner the
elaboration of an answer asking more information
to the user. This answer would be shown in all the
linguistic modes considered by the system: text,
speech, avatar, gestures, etc, whose private con-
tents would be determined by the Multi-modal
Contents Planner.

The Discourse Manager will obtain information
about the context from the Discourse Context
Manager as co-reference resolution, ellipsis and
other linguistic facts.

When the Plan Manager considers it has
enough information to answer, it will generate a
order to the Response Planner to show the infor-

mation in the considered ways.

3.3 Question-answering systems in
non-restrict domains

The question-answering systems are defined like
capable tools to obtain concrete answers to very
precise needs of information from the writings
documents analysis in natural language. These
systems locate and extract the answer of those
zones of the documents of whose content is pos-
sible to infer the information required in each
question. The main components of a question-
answering system are Question Analysis, Docu-
ment Retrieval, Relevant Passages Selection and
Response Extraction.

These components are related among them-
selves processing the textual information available
in different levels until completing the question-
answering process.

The questions formulated to the system are pro-
cessed initially by the question analysis module.
This process is very important since of the quan-
tity and quality of the information extracted in
this analysis will conditions in great measure the
performance of the remaining modules and there-
fore, the final result of the system.

A part of the information obtained from this
question analysis process is used by the document
retrieval module to perform a first selection of
pieces of text. By the great volume of documents
to treat for these systems and the answer time
limitations, this task is performed using informa-
tion retrieval systems. The obtained result is a
very reduced subset of the documentary database.
Subsequent processes are going to be applied on



this reduced subset.
Subsequently, the relevant passage selection

module takes charge of performing a more de-
tailed analysis of the relevant text subset with
the objective of detecting those reduced text
fragments that are susceptible of containing the
search answer.

Finally, the answer extraction module processes
the small text fragments set obtained from the
previous process with the purpose to locate and
to extract the search answer.

4 Discussion and results

In this section fits to do mention to the results
obtained by the system (Vicedo 02) as a mod-
ule of our architecture. The final evaluation of
this system was performed in the “Third Ques-
tion Answering Track” organized in the TREC-10
conference.

In spite of the fact that the proposal of TREC-
10 is composed of three different subtasks (main
task, list task, and contextual task), by the given
characteristics of this system, it was decided to
participate only in the main task assuming, be-
sides, an important limitation: SEMQA does not
arrange of no process that permits to value the
non-existence of answers to a question in the col-
lection. Therefore, the system will obtain answers
for all the proposed questions without keeping in
mind this circumstance. This fact supposes that
all those questions without answer in the docu-
ment collection will be answered incorrectly.

With the purpose that it was evaluated sep-
arately the incident that the resolution tech-
niques application of the pronominal anaphora
could have in the results of SEMQA, two differ-
ent tests were performed called ALIC01M1 and
ALIC01M2:

1. ALIC01M1. This test is designed to evaluate
the system performance without utilizing any
kind of co-reference resolution.

2. ALIC01M2. This test is similar to the previ-
ous one although incorporates the pronomi-
nal anaphora resolution module.

Table 2 shows the general features of the test
TREC-10 for the main task.

4.1 Evaluation Results

Table 3 shows the results obtained by the sys-
tem in comparison with the result media obtained

Features TREC-10

Number of documents 978.952
Documents in megabytes 3.033

Number of proposed questions 500
Number of evaluated questions 492

Non response questions in the collection 49

Table 2: Features of the Trec-10 test

by the participating remainder of systems in the
main task.

In Table 3 is detailed, for each evaluation mea-
sures (strict and permissive), the reciprocal aver-
age (MRR), the percentage of answers that the
system responds correctly (% Corr) and the per-
cent of increment that this value supposes on the
TREC-10 average (% ∆).

5 Conclusions and Future Works

As above mentioned, the objective of this system,
is to bring the information to determined collec-
tive social that previously had impossibilities to
obtain it.

At present, we dedicate remarkable research ef-
forts, among others, to the developing of a defi-
nition language for dialogue systems whose first
pilot experience is going to be the definition of
a dialogue system oriented to obtain the price of
real estate as flats, garages, houses, bungalows,
etc. Also, we are designing a language that per-
mit ourselves to implement multi-modal dialogue
systems. This language is a VoiceXML (Consor-
tium 03) higher level abstraction.
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